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MEET THE TEAM

Wesley Fang
President

Anke Hao
Managing Partner

Wesley is a fourth-year economics major from Beijing, China.
He is passionate about cultivating an entrpreneruial community
at UChicago. During the school year, Wesley is working parttime for a leading digital assets management firm’s internal
venture arm, sourcing and investing in web3 projects. Wesley is
an avid squash player and also loves to play poker.

Anke is a fourth-year CS and Psychology major. She joined LTF
after placing third in CNVC and participating in the Polsky
Summer Accelerator, with the goal to support and expand the
UChicago entrepreneurial community. She will be working in
product management after college. In her free time, she likes to
pamper her cats and read science fiction.

Tara Makhija
General Partner

Haodi Shi
General Partner

Tara is a third-year majoring in Media Arts and Design,
Environmental and Urban Studies, and Art History. Before
coming to UChicago, she placed as a finalist in many
international innovation competitions, where her interest in
entrepreneurship and design began. Over the past few
summers, she's worked in product management and design. In
her free time, Tara loves crocheting and rewatching sitcoms.

Haodi is a third-year interested in math & social science. He has
previous experience founding start-ups, working at university
incubators/accelerators as well as running one. He is broadly
interested in business innovation and has particular interests in
the automotive, renewable energy, and TMT industry. This
summer, Haodi worked in equity research as well as investment
banking.

Alex Yan
General Partner

Haodi Shi
General Partner

Alex is a fourth-year studying Business Economics and
Astrophysics. Prior to joining LTF, Alex worked at a startupaccelerator and interned at a UChicago sponsored startup. Alex
is also an avid consumer of LaCroix and Yerba Maté. This
summer he worked in operations finance.

Sara is a second-year studying Econ and MENG. She joined LTF
in Fall of her first year after interning at a fintech startup
throughout high school. She is passionate about helping
founders and diversifying the undergraduate startup ecosystem.
She worked in asset management over the summer. In her free
time, Sara enjoys running and cooking.

David Liang - President emeritus; Dante Vaisbort - Managing Partner emeritus

OUR
MISSION
Our mission is to further the UChicago
entrepreneurship community by helping
students get their ventures off the ground.
We provide small grants of between $500
and $3,000 to select startups affiliated
with the College and offer constructive
feedback to all those who apply for
funding.

2021-2022

INVESTMENT
ACTIVITY
The 2020-2021 academic year set numerous records
for LTF Ventures. Both the number of requests and
grants surpassed the 2019-2020 academic year, in
which the organization received 10 funding requests
and awarded grants to 2 companies.
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investments made
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in grant money distributed

OUR
PORTFOLIO

STICKIT

DRINK.ME

ORGANX
FOUNDERS: GEORGE LI, DANIEL RODGERS
OrganX is developing a next-generation preservation system for
transporting organs to improve transplant outcomes and expand the
donor pool. It is both thermal-controlled and impact-resistant, which
dramatically lowers the risks of organ damage as a result of suboptimal
conditions during transportation. OrganX’s product will be an order of
magnitude less expensive than the closest substitutes currently
available in the market.

Team
George Li is a pre-med triple majoring in Biology, Biochemistry, and Chemistry, and has
had 5+ years of medical research experience and produced 20+ peer-reviewed journal
publications. Daniel Rodgers is a research manager employed by the cardiac surgery
section at UChicago Medicine, and brings 15+ years of clinical and research experience
with 100+ peer-reviewed journal publications.

Purpose of Award
LTF awarded OrganX $2.4K in funding to produce a functioning prototype, website
design, and logo design.

Current Progress
OrganX has won first place and $60K in funding in UChicago’s College New Venture
Challenge.

BAM SELTZER
FOUNDER: PAUL STACEK, MICHAEL KAYDIN
Bam Seltzer is a Soju hard seltzer brand that captures a niche within the
crowded F&B space. The brand is true to its Asian influence, and has
established ties with a prominent Soju distributor in Korea for Stateside
distribution. The team recognizes a high degree of proliferation of
Korean culture in the US, yet prominent brands within the hard seltzer
space like WhiteClaw and Truly fail to capitalize on Asian influence on
American consumer tastes. Bam is ready to move forward with sampling
and tasting events which require fully sealed (for safety purposes) and
properly labeled aluminum cans (for disclosures, nutritional labeling,
etc.).

Team
The entire BAM Seltzer team consists of undergraduate students in the College. A
number of founding members are second/third time entrepreneurs and bring a wealth of
experience on board.

Purpose of Award
The critical next stage for BAM was to produce enough samples to finish up their product
testing, which includes both taste testing and brand testing. LTF granted a total sum of $2194
for the purchasing of a can seamer, and a bulk order of 12 oz industry standard aluminum cans
to roll out BAM’s initial product line.

Current Progress
At the time of funding, BAM was reaching out to Greek life organizations on campus to
further market their product to potential customers.

HANG
WWW.FINDYOURHANG.APP
FOUNDERS: CARSON WANG (UIUC), KRIST PREGRACKE
(UIUC), OLIVER DRAZSKY, SURAJ ROY (UIUC)
Hang is an app for spontaneous group activities for career-oriented young people.
This target customer segment has busy schedules, making planning social outings
painful and time-consuming. Hang aims to address this pain by letting anyone
whose friends happen to be busy post a fun Hang on the app, notifying all users
within 10 kilometers about the activity. Hang is also an advertising channel where
popular local businesses (e.g. restaurants, bars, coffee shops) can advertise
themselves as potential Hang locations.

Team
The team is composed of three UIUC students and one UChicago student. Carson and
Krist are technical co-founders who have been working full-time on Hang since their
graduation in June. Oliver is a Business Development Lead at UChicago, and Suraj is a
full-stack development intern at UIUC.

Purpose of Award
LTF Ventures awarded Hang $750 in funding to offset marketing costs. This enabled them to
print tent cards, hire brand ambassadors, and pay for a month's worth of social media
advertisements.

Current Progress
Since being funded, Hang has been very active on social media platforms and reaching
out to new users.

TRIBE
HTTPS://WWW.TRIBEPOOL.CO/
FOUNDERS: ROHAN VASISTH
Tribe is an app to aid parents in organizing and scheduling carpools
within school groups. It addresses various school and parent- related
pain points including traffic congestion around schools and avenues for
community building between parents. It includes features not found on
competitor platforms such as a “find” function. The app operates on a
subscription model and is sold B2B, with the current target market being
charter and private schools serving students in grades K-10.

Team
Rohan is the sole founder and team member. He has a technical background and started
building tribe in high school. He is open to taking on another team member in the future,
but for now has taken the right steps to expand his network specifically in the CS space
through joining KTP.

Purpose of Award
LTF funding was awarded for Tribe to acquire a domain name and marketing materials to send
to current customers to boost Tribe’s brand name.

Current Progress
Tribe has already passively acquired six customers, two of which have signed contracts
stating their willingness to pay the annual subscription.

DRINK.ME
FOUNDERS: NICHOLAS LEE ‘25, ALYSSA AN ‘25, TIM
POURING ‘25, KEVIN ADOBOE ‘25
Drink.Me is an app that tracks a user’s consumed drinks and blood
alcohol content (BAC) to help promote responsible and fun drinking. The
app shows local bars and friends nearby, a drink tracker to track the
types of drinks consumed and the corresponding BAC, and safety
features including an emergency contact and friends list. In the long run,
Drink.Me aims to be a platform that enhances social drinking by helping
friends share their drinking activity while promoting responsible
drinking by helping keep track of how much alcohol the user has
consumed.

Team
The team is composed of four UChicago students who have participated in the ILC 100
Days Challenge. Nicholas and Alyssa are the technical co-founders, while Tim and Kevin
are business co-founders

Purpose of Award
Purpose of Award: LTF granted $750 in funding to Drink.Me to help them promote and build a
scalable version of their app.

Current Progress
Drink.Me is iterating on their full-stack app in anticipation of an Apple Store release.
They are in talks with social organizations on campus to host events for user awareness
and adoption of the app.

STICKIT
FOUNDERS: CATALINA CASTANEDA ‘24, OLIVER CAI
‘24, TRACY CHEN ‘24, MELODY LEUNG ‘24, PARNIKA
SAXENA ‘25
STICKIT is a flexible, thin sticker that users can stick onto items they
would like to track. The sticker consists of silicone encasing with a GPS
tracker and battery. GPS tracking would be provided by the
decentralized network Helium. The team plans to provide customizable
options for the stickers to appeal to style-focused consumers.

Team
The team is composed of five UChicago students who have participated in the ILC 100
Days Challenge. Oliver, Melody and Parnika are the technical co-founders, while Catalina
and Tracy are business co-founders.

Purpose of Award
Purpose of Award: LTF granted $500 in funding to STICKIT for them to purchase initial lab
materials for validating their prototype.

Current Progress
STICKIT is currently iterating on their prototype to make the stickers more convenient
and discreet.

